
the a-list 
when: 3:00-5:00PM 

who: j+j Flooring Goup 
what: Form+ Finish cocktail party 

where: space 10-118 

when: 3:00-5:00PM 
who: Skyline Design 

what: Cocktails with Suzanne Tick 
where: space 1060 

when: 3:30-5:30PM 
who: Okamura 

what: Happy hour and sushi bar 
where: space 11-124 

when: 3:30-6:30PM 
who: Mayer Fabrics 
what: Cocktail party 

where: space 1173 

when: 4:00-6:00PM 
who:3form 

what: Material solutions and sips 
where: space 10-142 

when: 4:00-6:00PM 
who: Davis Furniture 

what: Aperol spritz cocktail party 
where: space 3-115 

when: 4:00-6:00PM 
who: Luna Textiles 
what: Martini party 

where: space 10-106 

when: 4:00-7:00PM 
who: Arcadia and Encore Seating 

what: Cocktail party 
where: spaces 340 + 336 

when: 4:00-8:00PM 
who: Andreu World 

what: NeoCon fiesta 
where: space 10-132 

when: 4:30-6:00PM 
who: Rottet Collection 

what: Cocktails with Lauren Rottet 
and Interior Design's Cindy Allen 

where: space 3-107, RSVP required, 
melody@rottetcollection.com 

when: 4:30-6:30PM 
who: Global Furniture Group 

what: Cocktail party 
where: space 1035 

whenf 4:30-6:30PM 
who: Wolf-Gordon and Vescom 

what: Showroom party 
where: space 10-161 

when: 5:00-6:00PM 
who: Trade Commission of Spain 

in New York 
what: Cava and ta pas 

where: space 7-10058 

The enveloping sides of Lievore Altherr's Ci/a chair for Arper cosset and 

protect. The shapely plastic shell comes in six colors {with optional cushion] 

ar fully upholstered. Which to choose? space 339 

swerve 
alert! 

Parallelograms and fine lines 

carve a zigzag path through Lift, 

a performance seating fabric 

exceeding 100,000 double 

rubs. The kinetic pattern 

from CF Stinson blends 

post-industrial recycled 

nylon. cotton. rayon. and 

recycled polyester. Choose 

from seven colorways, most 

combining subtly mid-century 

hues. space 10-150 

Boundary-free offices require seating that can handle myriad 

needs. Toan Nguyen reconciles that dichotomy with his Dual lounge 

chair for Teknion's Molded in urethane foam. over steel. 

the organic profile and gently pitched back encourage relaxation 

while enabling effortless interaction. The duality idea extends to 

covers. as the shell and seat can sport contrasting shades of fabric. 

space1044 

pleats, please 
What's the buzz at Buzzi? Smocked pendants 

and sconces. for one. This being Buzzi

Space, the light fixtures absorb sound as 

they illuminate-an ideal solution for 

open-plans spaces or wherever you 

need to dim the din. Martin Lesjak 

and Anastasia Su of 13&9 mined 

traditional sewing techniques for 

the series. which the company 

dubbed BuzziPleats in its usual 

naming convention. Upcycled PET 

felt is fashioned into lightweight 

circles reminiscent of an Elizabe

than ruff. in three diameters ranging 

from 32 to 63 inches. space 10-111 

easy like ... 
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